The Tyrosine Phosphorylation Substrate p36 Is Developmentally Regulated in Embryonic Avian Limb and Is Induced in Cell Culture
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Abstract. The 36-kD protein-tyrosine kinase substrate p36 has been variously postulated to be involved in membrane–cytoskeletal interactions, membrane traffic, and the regulation of phospholipase A₂, and its phosphorylation may play some role in malignant transformation by avian sarcoma viruses. Because embryonic tissues are resistant to transformation by avian sarcoma viruses, we have examined the expression of p36 in the developing avian embryonic limb. The level of p36 increased progressively from day 5 to day 14 of development. It was largely absent from day-5 mesenchyme, and was induced during the differentiation of mesenchymal cells into connective tissue and cartilage, but was not induced in differentiating muscle. In contrast, p36 was detected in ectodermal cells at all developmental stages examined. When day-5 limbs were dissociated and cultured, p36 was induced in adherent cells, beginning at 2–4 h after plating, and reaching levels comparable to those observed with intact day-14 limb tissue within 48 h. The accumulation of p36 in culture was dependent on substratum adherence, suggesting that its stability is regulated by cell attachment or spreading. These findings are consistent with a structural or mechanical role for p36.

Phosphotyrosine-containing proteins are minor components of normal cells which in certain instances are associated with the regulation of cellular metabolism and growth. An increase in the phosphotyrosine content of cellular proteins is observed after oncogenic transformation by several avian sarcoma viruses (18, 26). One of the most extensively characterized cellular substrates is a 36,000-D protein, p36 (25). p36 is phosphorylated at tyrosine after transformation of cells by several retroviruses and after exposure of certain cell types to growth factors (18, 26). Biochemical fractionation of cells and immunofluorescence microscopy indicate that p36 is located on the cytoplasmic side of the plasma membrane in both normal and transformed cells, possibly functioning as a structural protein (1, 5, 6, 16, 23, 24).

p36 is differentially expressed in different tissues. In avian (I5) or rodent (I4) tissues, p36 was detected in fibroblasts, endothelial cells, epithelial cells, and cells of cartilage, but not in muscle or adult nervous tissue. In intestinal columnar epithelial cells, p36 is concentrated in the terminal web (I4) confirming the cortical localization observed in cultured cells. Additionally, p36 isolated from intestinal epithelial cells binds F-actin and nonerythroid spectrin in vitro in a calcium-dependent fashion (10, 11, 13; Carter, V. C., J. Prior, and G. S. Martin, unpublished data), suggesting that it may play a structural role in the cell cortex. p36 binds Ca⁺⁺ and anionic phospholipids and shows sequence homology to other Ca⁺⁺- and phospholipid-binding proteins such as lipocortin and calelectrin (reviewed in reference 20).

The normal cellular function of p36 and its possible role in transformation remain obscure. To investigate the factors regulating p36 expression, we have examined the synthesis of p36 in developing chick limb tissue using biochemical and immunocytochemical techniques. This tissue was selected for analysis because the embryonic limb has been shown to support replication of Rous sarcoma virus but to be resistant to transformation (7). The results indicate that p36 is developmentally regulated in avian limb, and is induced rapidly when limb bud cells are dissociated and plated in tissue culture. The stability of p36 appears to be dependent upon adhesion of the cells to a substratum.

Materials and Methods

Embryo Dissection and Culture

Chicken embryos (Spafas, Inc., Roanoke, IL) were dissected free of extraembryonic membranes on days 5, 9, and 14 of development. Limb buds (day 5) and the upper right limbs (days 9 and 14) were removed from embryos and pooled. For cryostat sectioning, limbs were embedded in OCT compound (Miles Laboratories, Inc., Naperville, IL) and frozen in 2-methylbutane (isopentane) cooled in a bath of liquid nitrogen. To generate single cell suspensions for cell culture or immunofluorescence analysis, the limbs were rinsed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and mechanically minced. The limb tissue was then transferred to Hams F10 medium containing 1.5 mg/ml (36 U/mg) of Collagenase Type II (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO), 1 mg/ml trypsin (Gibco, Grand Island, NY), 0.1 mg/ml EDTA, 1.3 mg/ml Hepes (Sigma Chemical Co.), and gently agitated at room tempera-
Table I. p36 Expression in Developing Avian Limb Tissue and in Dissociated Cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp. 1</th>
<th>Exp. 2</th>
<th>Level of expression of p36*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exp. 1</td>
<td>Exp. 2</td>
<td>Level of expression of p36*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day-5 tissue</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>1,355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day-5 cells (48 h)</td>
<td>3,557</td>
<td>15,310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day-9 tissue</td>
<td>1,944</td>
<td>5,515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day-9 cells (48 h)</td>
<td>4,064</td>
<td>12,301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day-14 tissue</td>
<td>3,345</td>
<td>6,705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day-14 cells (48 h)</td>
<td>2,430</td>
<td>17,457</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* cpm in p36 immunoprecipitated from 0.1 mg total protein. Counts normalized to total [35S]methionine incorporation.

Results

p36 Expression in Developing Avian Limb Tissue

To examine the expression of p36, chicken embryos were analyzed at days 5, 9, and 14 of development. Minced limb tissue was labeled with [35S]methionine for 6 h in suspension and analyzed by immunoprecipitation. Limb buds excised from day-5 embryos synthesized low but detectable levels of p36. Between days 5 and 9 of development, a fivefold increase in the level of expression of p36 was observed, and a further twofold increase was observed from days 9 to 14 of development (Table I). To measure the accumulation of p36 in the developing limb tissue, cell lysates were resolved by SDS PAGE, and analyzed by immunoblotting. As shown in Fig. 1, p36 is present in day-5 limb bud tissue (lane a) at a low level, and at a significantly higher level in day-14 limb tissue (lane c). These results indicate that p36 is a developmentally regulated protein in the avian limb.

Immunolocalization of p36 in Frozen Limb Sections and Dissociated Limb Cell Cultures

To determine the sites of synthesis of p36 in the developing limbs, frozen sections were prepared and stained with anti-p36 serum. No appreciable staining of p36 was obtained in tissue preparations incubated with preimmune serum (data not shown).

Cryostat sections taken at day 5 showed p36 to be selectively localized in the ectodermal layers of the limb bud (Fig. 2 A). The mesenchymal cells of the limb interior were negative for p36 expression with the exception of rare foci of cells that may represent part of the endothelial lining of the limb vasculature (Fig. 2 D).

At day 9, the epidermal derivatives of the ectodermal...
layers were positive for p36 (Fig. 2 B). p36 expression was also detected in certain mesenchymal-derived limb structures including cartilage (C) and the surrounding perichondrium (P) (Fig. 2 E) and also centers of blood vessel (BV) development (Fig. 2 B). The protein appeared to be absent from loose connective tissues including the dermis and from muscle tissue.

At day 14, the distribution of p36 was essentially similar to that at day 9 although the intensity of staining appeared greater for all structures that expressed p36. The epidermis (Fig. 2 C), cartilage (C) (Fig. 2 F), and perichondrium (P) (Fig. 2 F) were all positive for p36. At this time of development connective tissue structures including the dermis (Fig. 2 C) and the fascia (F) separating the large blocks of skeletal muscle (M) were also positive (Fig. 2 G). p36 remained conspicuously absent from the limb musculature which was identified morphologically in adjacent sections stained either by the Mallory-Heidenhain trichrome method (data not shown) or immunologically by dual-labeling with an anti-myosin monoclonal antibody (Fig. 2 H) and anti-p36 serum (Fig. 2 I).

The pattern of p36 expression in cytocentrifuge preparations broadly confirmed that observed in frozen sections. Values of <1, 14, and 21% p36-positive cells were obtained from cytocentrifuge preparations taken at days 5, 9, and 14, respectively (Fig. 3, A–C). It should be noted that these data from later embryos may be influenced by differential sensitivity of different tissues to digestion with the proteolytic enzymes used to prepare cell suspensions.

**Induction of p36 in Day-5 Limb Bud Cells Placed in Culture**

Limb tissue from embryos sacrificed at days 5, 9, and 14 of development was dissociated and cultured in 35-mm tissue culture dishes for 48 h at 37°C. Cultured limb bud cells were scraped from the dish, labeled in suspension with [35S]methionine for 6 h at 37°C, and analyzed by immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting. The expression of p36 after 48 h in culture was roughly equivalent at the three developmental stages examined (Table I). Thus, the level of expression of p36 in day-5 limb bud cells cultured for 48 h was 10-fold higher than that in uncultured day-5 limb bud tissue. The induction of p36 was not as striking in day-9 or day-14 limb cells, but was still detectable: the level of expression of p36 was twofold and 1.6-fold higher than that in the corresponding day-9 and day-14 limb tissues.

Analysis of limb cell lysates by immunoblotting revealed an increased accumulation of p36 in cultured limb cells (Fig. 1). p36 was present in day-5 limb cells placed in culture for 48 h (Fig. 1, lane b) at a much higher level than in day-5 limb tissue (Fig. 1, lane a). A slight increase was also observed in day-14 limb cells when cultured for 48 h (Fig. 1, lane d).

These results indicate that p36 is induced when limb bud cells are placed in culture. Cultivation of limb cells leads to both an increased synthesis and an increased accumulation of p36. The amount of p36 in limb cells from all developmental stages examined after 48 h in culture is approximately equal, and it is slightly higher than that observed in day-14 limb tissue.

To determine the time course of induction of p36 in day-5 limb bud cells, day-5 limb bud tissue was dissociated, and the cells were plated in 35-mm tissue culture dishes. At varying times post-plating, the medium and floating cells were removed, and the attached cells were labeled with [35S]methionine for 30 min. A marked increase in the rate of synthesis of p36 was observed by 4 h post-seeding (Fig. 4 A, lane e) with a slight increase in the rate of synthesis of p36 being observed as early as 2 h post-seeding (Fig. 4 A, lane d). Equivalent amounts of total cell protein were also analyzed by immunoblotting (Fig. 4 B). A low amount of p36 was detected by 6 h post-seeding (Fig. 4 B, lane e) and a continued accumulation of p36 was observed at 24 h (Fig. 4 B, lane f) and 48 h (Fig. 4 B, lane g) post-seeding. To confirm the results of these radiolabeling and immunoblotting experiments the expression of p36 in dissociated monolayer cultures was examined by immunofluorescence. Weak but significant immunofluorescence could be detected within 2 h in all cells at each time of development (Fig. 3, D–F). Examination of established cultures after 48 h showed that the intracellular localization of p36 had assumed the characteristic reticular distribution over the inner surface of the plasma membrane that has been reported previously (16, 24) (Fig. 3, G–I). Thus, results from radiolabeling, immunoblotting, and immunofluorescence analyses indicate that p36 is rapidly induced in attached cultured cells. However, substantial accumulation of p36 is observed only at later times in attached cultured cells.

**Dependence of Induction of p36 on Attachment to a Substratum**

To determine if the induction of p36 synthesis and/or accumulation in cultured day-5 limb bud cells was dependent upon anchorage of the cells to a substratum, day-5 limb bud cells were plated either on tissue culture dishes, or tissue culture dishes coated with collagen, or suspended in 1% methocel medium. After 48 h in culture the cells were scraped from the dishes and either lysed immediately for analysis by immunoblotting, or labeled with [35S]methionine for 6 h in suspension for analysis by immunoprecipitation. p36 is easily detected by immunoblotting in cells plated
Figure 2. Immunofluorescent localization of p36 in frozen sections of day-5, -9, and -14 limbs. Limbs were embedded, frozen, and 6-μm transverse sections were cut at the approximate midpoint of the day-5 limb bud and at the level of the distal humerus-proximal radius/ulna at days 9 and 14. Sections were stained with anti-p36 serum (A-G, I) or anti-myosin antibody (H). A–C show the superficial regions and D–F show the internal regions of the developing limb at days 5 (A and D), 9 (B and E), and 14 (C and F). At day 5 of development,
on either plastic (Fig. 5, lane a) or collagen (Fig. 5, lane b), but it is not observed in cells suspended in methocel medium (Fig. 5, lane c). Cells recovered from 1% methocel medium and plated for an additional 48 h on plastic accumulate p36 to the same level as cells initially plated on a solid substratum (Fig. 5, lane d).

In contrast to the results obtained by immunoblotting, the synthesis of p36 was detectable in all day-5 limb cells after a 48-h culture regardless of the culture conditions (Table II). These results indicate that the accumulation of p36 is dependent upon anchorage of cells to a substratum but the protein is synthesized in culture irrespective of culture conditions.

Discussion

The present study has established that p36 expression is developmentally regulated in the embryonic avian limb and that the expression of p36 is rapidly induced in cell culture. These observations pose several questions. First, does the pattern of p36 expression in vivo and in cell culture provide any clues about its function? Second, what are the mechanisms which regulate p36 expression? And finally, does the regulation of p36 expression in the embryo provide an explanation for the resistance of embryonic tissue to transformation by Rous sarcoma virus (7)?

The expression of p36 in avian limb tissue increases sevenfold between days 5 and 14 of development. This time period is one of considerable growth and morphogenetic activity. The major limb elements continue to differentiate and are laid down in a precise spatio-temporal pattern (17). The results of p36 immunolocalization in frozen sections demonstrate that p36 accumulates differentially in the various components of the developing avian limb. p36 expression was localized in the ectoderm at day 5 and later in the epidermis of day-9 and day-14 embryos. The protein was not present in the limb mesenchyme at day 5 with the exception of small foci of cells which probably form part of the limb vasculature. Of the three major mesenchymal tissue derivatives that differentiate within the limb, only two expressed p36 (connective tissue and cartilage) while the remaining major cell type (skeletal muscle) did not. The lack of p36 expression in the developing muscle was confirmed by dual-label immunofluorescence using myosin antibodies, and is in agreement with the findings of Greenberg et al. (15) and Gould et al. (14).

In the presence of Ca+++, p36 has been shown to bind to F-actin (10, 11, 13; Carter, V. C., J. Prior, and G. S. Martin, unpublished data) and anionic phospholipids (12; Carter, V. C., J. Guyden, and G. S. Martin, unpublished data). These observations have suggested a structural role for p36 in mediating membrane–cytoskeletal interactions. Thus, the appearance of p36 in skin, cartilage, connective tissue, and the endothelial linings of blood vessels in the developing avian limb may correlate with the structural and mechanical requirements of these differentiated tissues. In the later embryo and adult p36 is found in intestinal epithelial cells in the terminal web which also has a structural function (14). However, the function(s) of p36 may not be entirely mechanical. p36 exhibits sequence homology and antigenic cross-reactivity with other Ca++- and lipid-binding proteins including Torpedo calcineurin and lipocortin (8, 9, 20). All members of this family contain a conserved amino acid sequence which is present in multiple copies and which may represent the Ca++- and/or phospholipid-binding site (9). It has been postulated that members of this family may be involved in the Ca++-dependent regulation of membrane traffic, the insertion of cytoskeletal elements in the membrane, or in the regulation of phospholipase A2 activity (20, 27).

Our observations on the induction of p36 in culture confirm and extend the findings of Greenberg et al. (15) and Gould et al. (14). Biosynthetic analysis demonstrated that when cells from the day-5 limb were dissociated and cultured the induction of p36 occurred within 2 to 4 h post-seeding. The accumulation of p36 in cultured limb cells is due, at least in part, to an increased rate of synthesis. As detected by immunofluorescence microscopy, p36 appeared to be distributed uniformly among dissociated limb cells within 2 h in culture irrespective of embryo age. These data indicate that the induction of p36 expression is a rapid event following the disruption of limb structure and subsequent cell culture. When day-5 limb cells were plated on either plastic or collagen, or were suspended in methocel medium for 48 h, p36 was synthesized in all cells irrespective of culture conditions. However, the accumulation of p36 in cells held in suspension was not detectable by the immunoblot method. These results indicate that the accumulation of p36 is only observed when cells are allowed to adhere to an appropriate substratum. One can speculate that the accumulation of p36 may be dependent on the stabilization of the protein in a structural network associated with cytoskeletal and membrane elements, and that the formation of this cortical structure is dependent on cell

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell culture conditions</th>
<th>cpm [35S]methionine in p36*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exp. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue culture plastic</td>
<td>3,302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type I planar collagen</td>
<td>5,273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methocel medium</td>
<td>2,770</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* cpm in p36 immunoprecipitated from 0.1 mg of total protein. Counts normalized to total [35S]methionine incorporation.
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Figure 3. Immunofluorescent localization of p36 in dissociated limb bud cells. Cytocentrifuge preparations of limb cells dissociated from day-5 (A), day-9 (B), and day-14 (C) embryos were stained with anti-p36 serum and demonstrate differential expression of p36 and variation with embryo age. 2-h monolayer cultures of dissociated limb cells from day-5 (D), day-9 (E), and day-14 (F) embryos show the ubiquitous expression of p36. By 48-h in culture, limb cells from day 5 (G), day 9 (H), and day 14 (I) demonstrate the subcellular reticular distribution pattern of p36 characteristic of well-spread cells. Bar, 10 μm.
spreading. Our findings are in some respects reminiscent of previous observations on the synthesis and accumulation of the membrane-associated cytoskeletal protein, spectrin, in the avian optic system. The segregation of the brain-specific and the erythrocyte-specific forms of spectrin is developmentally regulated and involves binding to specific membrane receptors (21). This binding appears to result in the stabilization and accumulation of the assembled spectrin complex on the membrane, while unassembled subunits are rapidly degraded in the cytosol (2). In the present study p36 accumulates in attached day-5 limb cells, but not in cells suspended in methocel. These results suggest that a p36 complex is formed and stabilized in attached cells, but p36 is degraded in the absence of complex formation in suspended cells.

Despite the fact that p36 was initially characterized as a major phosphotyrosine-containing protein in cells transformed by viruses encoding protein-tyrosine kinases, its role in neoplastic transformation is not clear. Injection of wild-type Rous sarcoma virus into the developing limb of chick embryos leads to virus integration, replication, and the expression of pp60src kinase activity in vitro, yet the limb remains sarcoma-free until the embryo's death at approximately day 13 (7). Analysis of viral expression and localization in day 10-injected embryo limbs (6 d post-injection) has shown that viral-specific proteins are expressed primarily in muscle tissue (Howlett, A. R., B. Cullen, and M. J. Bissell, manuscript in preparation). The absence of p36 in muscle tissue in vivo raises the possibility that the resistance of embryonic tissue to transformation by Rous sarcoma virus may result from developmental regulation of the cellular substrates for tyrosine phosphorylation. This possibility is currently under investigation.
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